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SUMO\RY 
A method of constructing I ins 	 noar.ty op t:irrium proportions 
has been developed by the NASA to the point where a cylinder has 
been manufactured and tested. Lo Ca were obtained on cylinder tem-
perature for a ride range of' I Let-manliold :rcosunos, engine speeds, 
and cooling-pressure dif.Ceronccs. 
The results indicate that an 1novfmcfl' of )O percent in the 
outsade- 18] he tti e	 ci it c Id 1 realized on	 e
present NASA cyl. iscier iy n:a:viding a thermal bond equivalent Cc Chat 
of an integral fin-cylinder wall combination bctween the preformed 
fins and the cast, cylinder rail. 
Estimates over a Tan e of wall Ci'iickncsoeo from C. 75 inch to 
1. 5 inches show that the prosom' o drop rcu.Lreo br COO .Lin, cuti 
be decroared as much as BC norcont; for a raLgo of ooiers i'com rresent 
crn sin: to akc-j t I now i ± C ie hea 1'c r i	 — a cylinder  
were reio.ced by fins of NASA cl.ndcr crc ordLons and if the tlicrnal 
bond between the wall and the fins were eqirLva].orrC to tb-at 01 en 
integral arrangement. CaJ.cauiations based or! an inside-wall head tem- 
perature of OO° F indicate that the pressure drop :cqu:Lred for 
cooling hypothetical cylinders of varyirin head--wail. thickness could 
be decreased 50 percent by Inc rcasin. the b}d.ckoess from. C;. 7 inch to 
1 5 inchc1s. / t rs	 Ir	 orl arin	 -	 I r n	 Ln it
of 5000 F and an :Lrit-:g.ral fin boat indicates Chat the iiruroved 
cooling obtairod through the nOn; of' fi us of NASA cyl,Lrlor fin urn- 
portions will permit an increase ci	 orceot in power output. 
This est-liacte  0 L`: ' pr.weri lrrronse 1 n made soic;L Lor cooling criteria 
and ebes not. include othor lictorsiimitinn, cower c- cLout.
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INTRODUCTION 
The increase in power output of aircraft engines has been an 
important factor in the constantly improved rerformance of air-
craft. The power output of air-cooled engines is limited in part 
by the quantity of waste heat that can be efficLently dissipated 
from the cylinder to the cooling-air stream. Improved cooling can 
be obtained either by increasing the quantity of cooling air by 
means of a blower or by increasing the coolin g area by means of an 
improvement in .f in proportions 	 n increase in the cooling area 
is the more efficient method from power and drag considerations. 
An analysis using equations obtained from heat-transfer tests (ref-
erence 1) showed that, if the heat-transfer coefficient for a con-
stant outside-wall temuerature is doubled by the choice of a suit-
able fin design, the resultant cooling capacity of the engine will 
be sufficient for a tripled power output. 
Extensive investigations in which electrically heated test 
specimens were used have, been conducted by the NACA to determine 
the fin proportions necessary for maximum heat transfer (reference 2). 
These investigations showed that the fins of service-type aircraft 
engines were not of optimum proportions if the information obtained 
from this analysis were to be applied to the design of fins for air-
craft cylinders, the pouer output would then probably be limited by 
factors other than cylinder cooling; that is, the design of snark 
plugs, the presence of preignition, the antiknocking quality of the 
fuel, or mechanical considerations. The results of these investi-
gations were applied to the ciesign of finning for an air-cooled 
engine cylinder. Because fins of the dimensions required to give 
a maximum heat transfer for a given width of finning and a given 
pressure drop across the baffles could not be produced by conven-
tional machining and casting methods, a method of bonding preformed 
sheet-aluminum fins to the cast aluminum alloy of the cylinder head 
was developed by the W.A. Three progressively improved cylinders 
were constructed during 1937 and 193 8 with approximately the same 
inside dimensions as a commercial cylinder in general use at that 
time The fin proportions of this commercial cylinder were inad-
equate for cooling an engine with an increased power output. 
The results of tests made during 1 93 8 and 1939 on one of the 
NACA cylinders were reported in reference 3
	
Since the construction 
and testing of the NACA cylinders, the machining and casting methods 
for making fins have improved; cylinders having a fin-surface area 
much greater than that of the commercial cylinder of 1937 are now in 
general use. No cylinder heads having a cooling ar€.a as large as 
that of the NACA cylinder head are known to have been cast or machined.
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The present, report describes the construction of the NACA cyl-
inders and presents the results of the engine tests made with one 
of the cylinders Equations are given for the average head arid the, 
average barrel temperatures of the iJAOA cylinder as functions of 
the fundamental engine an cooling variables B y means of t.hes 
equations and similar ones for a commercial air-raft cylinder in 
general use in 1937 (hereinafter designated the A cylinder) and of 
approximately the same inside dimensions as the NACA cylinder, a 
comparison was made of the cooling performance of the two cylinders. 
The NACA cylinder was also compared with a cooierctal cylinder in 
general use in 1912 and of approximately the same inside dimensions 
as the A cylinder but with better finning (hereinafter denoted the 
B cylinder). Cooling data on the A cylinder were obtained from ref-
erence 1 and those on the B cylinder, from unpublished tests made at 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory in 194i. 
Estimates were made of the decrease in pressure drop for a 
given power output and of the increase in power for a given pressure 
drop effected through the use of head fins of NACA cylinder propor-
tions on the B cylinder. The fin bond was assumed to be thermally 
perfect, that is, to have the thermal properties of an integral fin-
cylinder wall combination. This assumption was not realized in the 
construction of the MACA cylinder. hil estimates of power increases 
are based solely on cooling cons Lderations; mechanical limitation, 
fuel, or other factors might prevent the atta.Lment of such powers. 
Mr. Ernest Johnson, chief of the technical service division of 
LMPLL, gave invaluable assistance in developing the technique for con- 
structing the cylinders.. Acknowledgment is made to Mr. Harry W. Lee, 
of the Norfolk Navy Yard, for his assistance in developing the tech-
nique of casting the MACA cylinders. 
This investigation mas conducted at LhAL frcm 1937 to 1942.. 
This paper contains all the essential material of reference 3 and 
supersedes that report.
THE MACA CILLIDER 
The results of an analysis of tests on electrically heated 
finned cylinder barrels enclosed in jackets showed that, for a large 
range of fin weights and for a pressure difference of h inches of 
water across the baffles, the optimum spacing for steel fins was 
approximately 007 inch and the optimum thic 	 , kness aporoximately 
0.03 inch (reference 2). For aluirilnum fins the spacing was about
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the same but the thickness decreased to 0.32 inch. These prcpor-
tions varied slightly with pressure difference. The analysis also 
indicated that the spacing and the thickness could be increased 
without an appreciable decrease in heat transfer. No similar tess 
have been made on cylinder heads but the results of the tests on 
the electrically heated cylinder barrels should be approximately 
applicable to cylinder heads. 
After construction difficulties had been considered, a cylinder 
head having a fin spacing of 0.078 inch, a fin thickness of 
0.031 inch, and a fin width of 1.9 inches was designed. At a pres-
sure difference of 4 inches of water, these fin proportions would 
give 10 percent less heat transfer than fins of the same weight but 
of optimum proportions. In 1937 the commercial foundries considered 
it impracticable to construct the MCA cylinder head by casting the 
closely spaced wide fins. The fins were not machined on the head 
because the results were uncertain and the cost was prohibitive. 
The fins can be stamped from an aluminum alloy of high thermal con-
ductivity and then attached to the wall. The use of such an alloy 
for the fins of a head cast by the conventional method is not pos-
sible because the fins must be of the same material as the wall, 
which requires an alloy of hIgh strength with resulting reduced con-
ductivity. 
The preformed-fin method of construction was chosen and devel-
opment work was started on small cylindrical specimens. The fins 
were stamped from an aluminum sheet and clamped together with inter-
fin steel spacers leaving I/It inch of the inner fin surface exposed 
to form the bond with the molten aluminum of the cylinder-head wall. 
The exposed fin surfaces were thoroughly cleansed to insure a good 
bond but, in spite of this precaution, an oxide film formed on the 
fins owing to the action of either the air or the molten aluminum 
on the fin. Specimens were made using various fluxes, various 
aluminum solders for tinnin g the exposed fin surface, and various 
materials for coating the surface of the spacers. The metal was 
poured with the mold spinning in an effort to scrub the oxide film 
off the fins. Both the preheat temperature of the mold and the 
pouring temperature of the metal were varied in order to determine 
the optimum temperatures. The results obtained with the specimens 
brought about the decision to cast the NACA cylinder head from an 
aluminum Y alloy with the mold stationary, with no flux, with a silica 
flour coating on the spacers, with the exposed fin surfaces tinned 
with an aluminum solder, and with a mold temperature of. 1100° F and 
a pouring temperature of the aluminum of 13000 F. 
Figure 1 shows the various steps in assembling the fins and 
the spacers and of preparing and assembling the cores. The thermo-
couples on the cylinder-head casting (fig. 1(d)) were located on
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the exposed inner surface of the fins to indicate the mold temper- 
ature. The cylinder-head casting was .heat- .treated by heating to 
900 F and quenching in water. The interf in spacers were left in 
place during the heat treatment to prevent the fins from warping. 
The comparative finning of the A, the B, and the NACA cyl-
inders is indicated in figure 2. The three cylinders have approxi-
mately the same inside dimensions, but the cylinder walls of the 
NACA cylinder head are much thickAr than those of the other two cyl- 
inder heads. Cross sections of the A cylinder and the NACA cyl- 
inder are shown in figure 3. The NACA cylinder head is approximately 
inches thick at the heaviest section; the correspohding thickness 
of the A cylinder is 23/32 inch and of the B cylinder, 1 inch. The 
barrel of the NACA cylinder was constructed and the cylinder-head 
casting was machined by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. The 39 steel 
barrel fins, 1132 inch thick, 23/32 inch wide and spaced 0.05 inch 
apart, were copper-brazed to the barrel wall. The barrel of the 
A cylinder has steel fins and the barrel of the B cylinder has-an 
aluminum muff with aluminum fins. 
The following table presents the fin areas, the fin weights, 
and the cylinder weights of the commercial and the NACA cylinders: 
Cylinder Fin-surface area Weight of fins Total weight 
(sq in.) (lb) (lb) 
Heact	 1	 71arrel :ad	 Barrel Barrel Cylinder 
A 102I
	
94 3. O 7.	 32.2 
B 1575137 2. 
9.Lt3.5
1080	 I2.10 
[13.62 NA CA 6727	 1231
The fin-surface area on the head of the NACA cylinder is consid-
erably larger than that on the head of either of the commercial cyl-
inders. Although the NAC.A cylinder has about four times as much 
head fin-surface area as the B cT1inder, the difference in weight 
due to these fins is only about Lpounds. The present fin bond of 
the NACA cylinder is 1/I inch deep and adds 51 pounds of wei ght; a 
1/8-inch bond could be achieved, thereby further reducing the weight 
of the cylinder. 
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APPARATUS 
Test Setup 
A diagrammatic sketch of the single-cylinder test unit is shown 
in figure b and a photograph, in figure 5 . The engine has a bore of 
inches, a stroke of 6 inches, and a compression ratio of 5.9. 
The valve timing, approximately that of the standard commercial 
engines, is: 
Intake opens, degrees B.T.0 ..................20 
Intake closes, degrees A.B.0 .................70 
Exhaist opens, degrees P.13.0 .................70 
Exhaust closes, degrees A.T.0 ...................0 
In all the tests a single-cylinder injection pump and an injection 
valve located in a hole in the cylinder above the front spark plug 
were used. Six equally spaced holes of 0.063-inch diameter were 
drilled in the cylinder liner below the cylinder flange for the 
introduction of lubricatin g oil under 2 pounds pressure. This addi-
tional lubrication was needed because of the long cylinder adapter 
and connecting rod. The cooling system consisted of an orifice tank, 
a centrifugal blower, an air duct, and a sheet-metal jacket enclosing 
the cylinder. A diagram of the jacket is shown in figure 6. The 
jacket had a wide entrance section, which gave a low air velocity in 
front of the cylinder; the rear half of the jacket fitted closely 
against the fins, which permitted effective use of the air. The 
jacket-exit areas for both the head and the barrel were 1.6 times 
the free-flow area between the fins. A partition placed in the rear 
of the jacket separated the air that flowed over the head from the 
air that flowed over the barrel. 
An auxiliary blower was used to provide inlet manifold pressures 
above atmospheric pressure. A surge tank was installed in the 
combustion-ar system above the engine to reduce pulsations. The 
engine power was absorbed by a water brake interconnected with an 
electric dynamometer; the torque .'ras read from dial scales. The 
NACA standard test-engine equipment was used to determine engine 
speed and fuel consumption.
Instruments 
Iron-constantan thermocouples and a potentiometer were used to 
measure the cylinder temperatures. The thermocouples of enameled 
and silk-covered 0.016-inch.diameter wire were peened into the cuter 
surface of the cylinder head and spot-welded to the outer surface of
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the barrel. The locations of the 22 thermocouples on the cylinder 
head, the 10 on the barrel, and the 2 on the flanges are shown in 
figure 7. In addition, 10 thermocouples, differentiated by the suf-
fix A, were located in several fins as close as possible to the cyl-
inder wall and adjacent to the similarly numbered thermocouples to 
measure the temperature drop from the wall to the fin. 
The temperatures of the cooling air passing over the head and 
the barrel were separately measured. The cooling-air temperatures 
were measured at the jacket entrance near the cylinder by two mul-
tiple thermocouples consisting of two thermocouples electrically 
connected in series, and at the outlet of the jacket by two multiple 
thermocouples consisting of for thermocouples electrically connected 
in series The cold junctions of all thermocouples were placed in an 
insulated box. Liquid-in-glass thermometers were used to measure the 
cold-junction temperature, the. air temperatures at the Durley thin-
plate orifices, and the air temperatures in the inlet manifold near 
the cylinder. 
The pressure drop across the cylinder was measured by a static 
ring around the air duct l'ocatecl ahead of the engine cylinder where 
the velocity head was negligible (fig. 6). The static ring was con-
nected to a water manometer. An inclined water manometer was used 
to measure the orifice-tank pressure and a mercury manometer, to 
measure the inlet manifold pressure. 
The weight of combustion air was determined with a thin-plate 
orifice and a multiple manometer that indicated the total pressure 
in inches of mercury and the pressure drop across the orifice in 
inches of water. The fuel consumption was determined from measure-
ments of the time required to consume a fixed weight of fueli 
Accuracy was obtained by using a sensitive balance that electrically 
operated a stop watch. A Cambridge fue1-air-ratio meter was used 
for the convenience of the operator, but the actual mixture ratios 
were calculated from measurements of air and fuel consumption. 
TESTS AND CO2'!!PUTATIONS 
Tests of the NACPL cylinder were conducted to determine the con-
stants used in equations for the average head and the average barrel 
temperatures as functions of the fundamental engine and cooling 
variables. In order to obtain the constants in the equations for 
the averame head and barrel temoeratnre, the data were calculated 
and plotted by the method of reference 1. The cbnstants in the equa-
tions used to determine heat-transfer coefficients from, the gas to
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the inside wall vre determined from tests in which a jacket slightly 
different from that shown in figure 6 was used. Inside-wail coeffi-
cients, however, are independent of jacket form and the coefficients 
determined in the foregoing tests are applicable to the wide-
entrance jacket.. 
From the tests of the MaCA cylinder and the data from similar 
tests that have been made on the A and the B cylinders, cylinder 
temperatures, power required Tor cooling, pressure drop required for 
cooling, heat-transfer coefficients, and heat dissipated to the 
cooling air were computed for the three cylinders. The shape of the 
jackets used on the A and the B cylinders was the same as that used 
co the MaCA cylinder, More tests were made on the MaCA cylinder 
than were necessary to establish the values of the constants in the 
equations; the additional tests were made to check the validity of 
the values over a range of engine and cooling conditions. 
Calibration tests were made-to determine the weight of air 
flowing over the head and the barrel of the MaCA cylinder as a furc-
tion, of the pressure dro p
 across the cylinder (fig. 8)	 The pres-

sure drop .p obtained from the static ring placed in front of the 
cylinder included both the drop across the cylinder and the loss at 
the jacket exit. The pressure drop is givon in inches of water and 
is corrected to a standard air density of 700-F and 29.92 inches of 
mercury ahso]ute. The method of computing the cooling-air weight 
from the pressure di oj across the Durley orifices is given in refer-
ence Li.. The engine brake horsepower was calculated from corrected 
dynamometer-scale readings and the engine speed. The friction 
horse power was determined by motcring the engine at the inlet-
manifold pressures, the exhaust pressures, and the s peeds used in 
the power runs. The indicated horsepower was obtained by adding 
the brake horsepower to the friction horsepower. 
The tests covered the following range of conditions: 
Cooling-air temperature, OF ................89-108 
Brake mean effective pressure., pounds per' square inch ...83--190 
Engine speed, rpm ...................l00-2l00 
Pressure drop across cylinder, inches of water .... . 2J-33.3 
Fuel-air ratio
	 ................... 0.079-0.080  
Spark timing, degrees B.T.0 .
	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .	 26-31

Inlet-air temperature, 0 80-92 
In all of the tests except those in which the brake mean effec-
tive pressure was varied, the weight of the combustion air delivered 
to the engine per cycle was held constant. The weight of combustion 
air was calculated from the pressure and thT temperature readings at
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the thin-plats orifice inserted in the duct between the blower arrl 
the ongins, using orifice coefficients and equations from refer-
once 5. The test data obtained with the FACA cylinder are plotted 
in figures 9, 10, ii, and 13. 
Analysis of a large number of tests-for several cylinders 
(references I and 6) led to a choice for the effective gas tempera-
ture T 5, which enters in the equations for average head and barrel 
temperatures, of 1i00 F for the head end 600° F for the barrel. 
These valoas are for inlet-air tcmneratures of approximately 80 F, 
fuel-air ratios near the chemically correct mixture, and normal spark 
settings. These 'aLues of T çr were used 111 the present report to 
determine the constants in the cooling c-qu.abicns of the WtC cylinder 
for average hoed and barrel tem peratures as luuctioxis of the engine 
and the cooling variebics. Torestimates of pressure drop requirod 
for cooling and of ocwrer obtainable from the A, the B, and the NAOIL 
cylinders for m:ie.turos other than the chemicall y
 correct mixture, 
values of T ç. were obtained from toots conducted at Langley Lter;oriai 
.Aeror.tautice1'Laboratory OIL the Pratt LLL Whitney R-2800 cylinder. 
Gasoline conforming te Army- seci1h cation No, 2-92, pr-ado 100 
(100-octane number, Army method) ras used for all the tests. 
E28ULTS AND DISCUSSION'

Cooling dq notions 
Constants for the fundamental cooling equations are obtained 
from the curves in figures 9 and 10 by methods described in refer--
once i The curves for tLe cylinder head 111 figures 0 and 10 ar 
based on the temnc:caturese sured OT the tJILrl0000nn LOS 00 the 
cjc-waIJ SUr.fOCO of the head, The data for :t:tpare 9 were 
obtained from tests using adilkorent jacket, as n:ev:i-:un] y men-
tioned, but We constants in the e q uations obtained. from these 
curves S	 1 c ni	 i	 oo I n p equation for the
	 - I°c 
tbn wide-entrance jacket of figure 6. Tin ecuations for the N!CA cyl-
inder with the side-entrance jacket are 
Tç-T,q 
Th - _L- i 	 ( 1 
0 . o	 2 + 
i( --	 TN. 7? 
-))3 Z




-U	 ct	 -- 0 





Tb average temperature over outside cylinder--head surface when 
equ:t:Llbrium is attained, °F 
Tb average temperature over outside cylinder-barrel surface when 
equilibrium is attained., 0F 




	 effective gas temperature 
a0
 outside-wall area of head (or barrel) of cylinder, square 
inches 
a1	 internal area of head (or barrel) of cylinder, square inches 
ip pressure drop across cy4.nder :Lncluding loss from jacket exit, 
inches of water 
I 	 averae.e density' of cooling air entering and leaving fins, 
	
pound. feeL	 second 
P.	 density of air at 29.92 inches of mercury and 70 0 F, 
pound feet-4
 second 2 
I	 indicated horsepo,nr per cylinder 
A temperature of 7j° 1' instead of the usual 600 F was used in 
calculating  standard density to facilitate comparisons with earlier 
data on cylinder cooling that had been based on a 700 F temnerature. 





TABLE I. - AhEPLS OF TUR1E CYLPJPERS 





Cylinder HeadBarre1 Barrel -__Head 







The methods of obtaining a 0 and ai are given in reference 1. 
All three cylinders show greater internal-wall areas than exteri or-- - 
wall areas on the barrels, which may seem incorrect. The exterior-
wall areas of' the barrels are, however, based on a length that is 
slightly greater than the barrel length covered by the fins; whereas, 
the internal-wall areas are based on a length measured from the 
bottom of the head. flange to the position of the bottom compression 
ring when the piston is at bottom center, The exterior-wall areas 
of the barrels are chosen for use in computations because this area 
is the one over which the cooling air flows. Heat is carried away 
I free convection from the small area between the flange and the 
cylinder jacket. This heat quantity is too negligible to be con-
sidered in the cooling equations. 
Cylinder-Temperature ReLationships 
In reference 7 equations are developed in which temperatures at 
individual points on the cylinder are taken as functions of the 
engine and the cooling conditions. To determine temperatures at indi-
vidual points by such equations is tedious if some simple relation 
between the average cylinder temperatures and pertinent individual 
temperatures were obtained, only the equations .f or the average temeer- 
atures and these simple relations must be known to determine the mdi-
vidual temperatures. 
The rear spark-plug temperature and the rear flange temperuture 
are the most pertinent temperatures of a cylinder because they are 
thepresent criterion of cylinder cooling for multicylinder engines. 
The rear spark-plug temperature and the rear 	 temperature of 
the NACA cylinder have been plotted in figure 11 against the average 
head and the average barrel teuperatures for the tests that wee 
made with the wide-entrance jacket. Because the construction of the 
single-cylinder test jacket does not permit the passage of cooling 
air over the flange of the cylinder, the rear-flange, average-barrel 
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tei'eraura relatLonshi1D is not ra;eresentatave of multicylinder 
results.	 linear relationshi p
 exists for both sets oi t€nnera-
tures. Although there was very little variation of engine condi-
tiuns for the tests ohov rn in ficure 11, the tests of a commurcial 
cylinder previn uoij mentioned have shown hiatt, when thislati on- 
shi p is esl:.abl ished for two ternrieratures, it will be applicable for 
any	 are or coaliag oon:n.t:Lcn 1 gure Li wa1 therefore be used 
to cmat-ELne Tb ace Ti when the roar spark- plug and the rear 
flange tern ratores are known for the engine and cooling conditions. 
for a civen rear spa.r'k-piva bsaparaturc, an analysis of the 
coo].:..ng icationo Io.r the hoed and th. barrel. of the NACA cylinder 
.'--m-3 of Lhe curve for average hmiaci ;ern3 rat ure plotted against rear 
spark-plug tcr:.parature shows that., although Tj,, is constant for 
any engine and 'cooling condition , T b does not remain constant as 
eng ine and cool.......r 4 torr are irccrjecL The only case in which 
Tb romatas cccìshant, wiecec bh rear spark-plug tecaperature is con- 
tant bufc the cooling and th erihiaecon:li cions vary, occurs when 
the values a C eiuoncn b s n and n' are the sane in both the head 
arJ the barrel. ..quati.ona . Fro-,; f±hure ii, the uniting value of 
to be usedin triO Cr)'.) lisp oque tdono -for determ o.ing estinate d re a- 
sure -d:r'ups or horse pcecrs can be obtain-ed if the :Limi-bincc value of 
the rear ncark-p].ug semoeraPue iS cnowe. 
Cornpar:Lsor cf Cocuenc Per.fo imance c]. 2" ,1, and NACA Cylinde.s 
Cencpariccon of ie .dcxeso cooling. - Equations (i) and (2) and 
refer once 1 and for the 
c Li I 	 it	 t Lah d h	 iir 	 d in obtain Ct I	 curv 
slewu in. aeere 12 ior vaLues of	 n- /P 	 of' 2 and 30 inches of
r:.e endcu of cool:utg is tne vatue of"the ratios (Tb - r/(rt - T1) and ( Tb - Ta)/(Tg - Tc). The lower the values 
for a eivmen orc:esu.r..;' dro p
 across tee cylinder, the batter the coolinn. 
Oo.:arieorts Of ti!C cooling a]1 dtffereiit cylinders of the sanedis-
 
giaeernen cave erurai.ly be-on made at LiAL b eLottin tec index ci 
coolin g uainst I2/nc./p 3 \ , one curve Jar the head and one for the 
barrel of a cylinder have been epei:icabic to all press-or c drops. 
The naburu of the aoeaction, in which K1 is a constant, 
T -	
- I 	 "	 2	
11	 1 
pp/57Q)2
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13 
shows that, if in equals n 1 /2, one curve 
against	 1/P_ will be applicable to all 
difference between exponents n 1 /2 and m 
is not negligible; for that reason separate 
figure 12 for each pressure difference. 
ThTa 
of	 plotted 
- fl	 n 
- 
pressure drops. The 
for the NACA cylinder 
curves are given in 
Figure 12 shows a marked improvement in cooling for the NACA 
cylinder as compared with the A cylinder for both the head and the 
barrel when the cooling is based on average outside-wall tempera-
ture. The inside-wail temperatures will be discussed later. The 
NACA cylinder head also shows improvement over the head of the 
B cylinder, especially at low pressure differences. That the NACA 
cylinder barrel shows slightly better cooling on the basis of oper-
ating temperatures than the B cylinder barrel was unexpected because 
the B cylinder barrel has 11 percent more fin area than the N!CA cyl-
inder barrel. Furthermore the fins on the B cylindur barrel are 
of aluminum and therefore have a higher conductivity than the steel 
fins, on the NACA cylinder barrel. The reason for these results is, 
as will be shown later in the report, that the 13 cylinder barrel 
dissipates more heat than the NACL cylinder barrel. It is therefore 
misleading to compare the two cylinder barrels on the basis of tem-
perature and neglect the total amount of heat each dissipated. For 
the same reason, the NACA cylinder head would he slightly better 
from the standpoint of cooling than is shown in figure 12. 
Comparison of cooling pressure drops.- A better representation 
of the relative cooling of the three cylinders than that shown in 
figure 12 is shown in figures 13 and 14. The criterion for satis-
factory cooling has been assumed to be 10 0 F on the rear spark plug 
and the calculations have been based on cooling air at a pressure of 
29 . 92 inches of mercury absolute and a tem perature of 100 0 F, which 
are the values for Army standard air at sea level. Figure 13 shows 
the pressure drop requrec1 for cooling at various indicated horse-
powers. The values of horsepoer cover a range- from approximately 
rated power of the A cylinder to the approximate power developed in 
take-off at the present time. The curves for the NACA cylinder were 
obtained by finding the average head temperature from figure 11 and 
the rear spark-plug temperature and then determining the pressure 
drop from equation (1). The density of the inlet cooling air was 
used instead of the average density in equation (1) because use of 
the density from equation (1) would have complicated the calcula-
tions and would have changed the results only slightly. The curves 
for the other two cylinders were fornd by a similar method. 
From an extrapolation of figure 13, a pressure drop of about 
100 inches of water would he required to cool the A cylinder with
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present take-off powers; vjhereas the B cylinder and the NACA cyl-
inder will cool under similar conditions with 7 inches of water. 
Figure 12 shows that the NACA cylinder head is much cooler than the 
B cylinder head for gien engine and. cooling conditions, yet fig-- 
ure 13 shows comparatively little improvement in pressure drop 
required. by the NAGA cylinder. Figure 12, however, is based on an 
average outside-wall temnerature, whereas figure 13 is based on a 
constant rear spark-dug temperature. In order to obtain a rear 
spark-plur, temperature of 1400 F on the NACA cylinder, the average 
head temperature must be held at 3680 F; the average head tempera-
ture of the B cylinder is 14290 F for a rear spark-plug temperature 
of 140° F. Thus, in figure 13 the head of the NACA cylinder is much 
ccoler than the head of the I cylinder. Indexes of cooling other 
than rear spark-plug temperature must therefore be established in 
order to compare cylinders of widely different geometric design. 
If B, fl y , km, t,., Th, T, and the cylinder surface areas are 
knoqvn, the inside-atl temperture of the head of a cylinder can he 




h) + T 1	 (6) T h1 
= - aikt 
where 
B and n' constants 
kni	 thermal conductivity 
average wall thickness 
The inside-nall temneratures of the NACA, the A, and. the S cyl-
inders in fizure 114 were calculated for the same conditions for the 
pressore-drop calculations of figure 1. As the horsepoier increases, 
tie instde-raU. teTnoerature of the three cylinders increases for a 
constant rear spark-plug tem perature of 14500 F. For low powers, the 
inside-wall temperatures of the NACA cylinder are lower than those 
of the B cylinder, but for high powers the inside-wail temperatures 
of the NACA cylinder are higher than those of the B cylinder. The 
NAGA cylinder head is about 1.5  inches thick and the B cylinder head 
is about 1 inch thick, The greater area of the MACA cylinder head 
facilitates heat transfer but the incrsased thickness counteracts 
this effect. The tvo factors combine to give the results shown in 
figure 114. The barrel tornperatures of the three cylinders shown in 
fi gure 114 were obtained by substituting the horsepowers and the 
pressure drops of figure 13 in equation (2) and in similar equations 
for the A and B cylinders.
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Because both the insde-wall and the outside-wall temperatures 
of the three cylinders were different when the index of cooling was 
4500
 F on t"--, e rear spark plug, and because preignition, knock, and 
cylinder strength all depend on inside-wall temperature, an estimate 
of the pressure drop required. for cooling the cylinder heads was 
made on the basis of a constant inside-wall temperature of 5000 F. 
The pressure drop required for cooling based. on constant inside-
wall temperature is given by 
I aI	 T	 -T	 [L/'M 
..,-'	 1	 h1 
P-10	
g) 
p =-<----	 (7) 
p 
Ka0 l BI	 (T0 - T)	 kh - TaI 
'JJ 
in which m is a constant. (See appendix for derivation.) Equa-
tion (7) was used to determine the curves, of figure 15, which show 
that, when the criterion of cooling is an inside-wall head tempera-
ture ot 5000 F, less pressure drop is needed to cool the A cylinder 
than when the criterion of cooling is a rear spar'-plug temperature 
of 4500 F; the differential amounts to about 45 inches of water as 
compared with 100 inches of water.. The constants in equation (7) 
were obtained from equation (1) for the NACA cylinder, from refer-
ence 1 for the A cylinder, and from unpublished data for the B cyl-
inder. The calculations were based on Army standard sea-level pres-
sure and temDeratnre, and the density p in the equation was assumed 
to be inlet density. The temperature of the inside wall must have 
been less than 500 0 F for the A cylinder with 4500 F on the rear 
spark plug. The B cylinder needs a slightly higher pressure drop 
to hold 5000
 F on the inside wall of the head than to hold 450 0 F 
on the rear spark plug. The increase, however, is not very great; 
a horsepower of 120 requires about 9 inches of water pressure drop 
to hold 5000 F on the ins i de wall as against 7.4 inches of water 
to hold. 4500
 F on the rear spark plug. The NAOA cylinder pressure 
drops increased to about 20 inches of water in order to hold 5000 F 
on the inside wall as compared with about 7 inches of water to hold 
4500 F on the rear spark plug. This large pressure drop in the case 
of the NACA cylinder is principal-I. due to the poor thermal bone. be- 
tween the fins and the head. The increased wall thickness of the 
NACA cylinder head over that of the B cylinder tends to incrense 
the required pressure drop, whereas the increased outside-wall area 
due to the increased. thickness tonds to decrease the required pres-
sure drop. The separate effects of all thickness and outside-wall 
area on cooling will be discussed later. The corresponding barrel 
temperatures of the three cylinders for the conditions given in 
figure 15 are shown in figure 16, The high pressure drops required 
to cool the heads of the NAOA and the A cylinders make the barrel 
temperatures of these cylinders lower than those of the B cylinder 
over part of the range.
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Comparison of outside-wail heat-transfer coefficients.- Calcu-
lations were made of the outside-wail heat-transfer coefficients U 
for the NACA cylinder and the results were compared with coefficients 
for the A and the B cylinders. The outside-wall coefficients for the 
head and the barrel of a cylinder can he calculated from the equation 
TJ = 
The values of the constants K and m for the head and the barrel 
were obtained from. equations (1) and (2), respectively.. 
The results of the calculations, are shown in figure 17 . At 
pressure drops above 9 inches of water the heat-transfer coefficients 
of the head of the NACcylinder are less than those of the B cyl- 
inder; above 30 inches of water, they are 1055 than those of the 
A cylinder. This result was entirely unexpected because of the 
better fin proportionsof the NACA cylinder. 14hen a perfect thermal 
bond was assumed for the NACA cylinder, the estimated heat-transfer 
coefficients showed considerable improvement over those of the B cyl-
inder. These coefficients are shown in figure 17 by the broken line. 
nother interesting result of figure 17 is that the heat-transfer 
coefficients of the barrel of the NACA cylinder, which had steel fins, 
were slightly less for most pressure drops than the coefficients of 
the barrel of the B cylinder, which had an aluminum muff with alumi-
num fins over the steel barrel liner. From data on electrically 
heated cylinder barrels (references 2 and 6) the heat-transfer 
coefficients for barrels of the B and the NACA cylinders were com-
puted. The calculations, which were made to check the results 
obtained from single-cylinder tests, showed that the coefficients 
for a barrel with fin proportions and material similar to those of 
the B cylinder were higher than those for a barrel with fin propor-
tions and material similar to those of the NACA cylinder. The cal-
culations therefore checked the trend of the barrel curves of fig-
ure 17. 
The outside-wall heat-transfer coefficients of the head of the 
NACA cylinder were based on the difference between the wall tempera-
tures and the cooling-air temperatures. Data were obtained on the 
temperatures of the fins adjacent to the wall of the head. The heat 
dissipatd per degree Fahrenheit difference between the wall tempera-
tures and the cooling-air temperature, and the heat dissipated per 
degree Fahrenheit difference between the fin temperatures adjacent
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J. the walls and the cooling-air temperature were therefore calcu-
lated for the head of the NACA cylinder from the single-cylinder 
engine tests. These heat values are proportional to the heat-
transfer coefficients. The results of the calculations are shown 
in figure 18. The temperature Thf is the average of the 10 thermo-
couples, identified by the subscript A, installed on the root of 
the fins; the temperature Thw is the average of the same numbered 
thermocouples installed on the head. The heat dissipated per degree 
Fahrenheit difference between fin and cooling-air temperatures is 
about 140 percent greater than a corresponding heat transfer based 
on wail temperature. Thus, the bond between the fins and the head 
of the NACA cylinder was not thermally perfect; an appreciable tern- 
perature dro p from wall to fins y es obtained. If the thermal bond 
between the fins and the wall were thermally perfect, the outside- 
wall coefficients of the MACA cylinder head would be about 140 per- 
cent greater than those shown and would be of the order expected. 
Comparison -,f heat dissipation.- Of interest in the design of 
air-cooled cylinders is the percentage of indicated horsepower 
dissipated as heat to the cooling air. Calculations have been made 
for the barrels and the heads of the three cylinders of the percent-
age heat dissipated to the cooling air at various indicated horse-
powers under the same cooling conditions used in figure l. The 
results are shown in figure 19; Vlith an indicated horsepower of 120, 
the percentage of heat dissipated from the B cylinder head is approxi-
mately 17 percent; from the A cylind.er head, about 29. percent; 
from the MACA cylinder head, 22 percent. From values given in fLg-
ure 19, coefficients of heat transfer can be estimated for given 
horsepower outputs, cylinder temperatures, and cooling-air tempera-
tures in the design of new cylinders. 
Comparison of power required for cooling- The percentage power 
required for the three cylinders for various indicated horsepower_- and 
with a rear spark-plug temperature of 400 F is shown in figure 20. 
The power required for cooling was obtained from the relation 
hp= weight of air X pressure drop 
plg X 3,000 
in which the weight of air is in pounds per minute, the pressure 
drop is in pounds per square foot, and p19 is in pounds per cubic 
foot. The pressure drop for cooling the MACA cylinder was calcu-
lated from equation (i) and the weight of air was obtained from fig-
ure 8. The head temperature corresponding to the rear spark-plug 
temperature of 4500 was obtained from figure fl. The specific 
weight of air pg was based on Army sea-level pressure of 
29 . 92 inches of 	 absolute and temperature of 100 0 F. The
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powers for theA and the B cylinders were calculated from similar 
data. The calculated powers are the internal-drag horsepowers 
across the cylinders and should not be confused with the power 
required for cooling engines placed in moving ducts or nacelles. 
The percentage of the indicated horsepower required for cooling 
the NA.CA and the B cylinders is very low, about 0.8 percent at an 
indicated horsepower of 120; but the A cylinder would have required 
about 28 percent if such a power could have been developed by this 
cylinder. These values illustrate the great improvement in cylinder 
cooling that has resulted from better fin proportions. For the 
greater rart of the range of indicated powers shown in figure 20, 
the NASA cylinder shows a little less power required for cooling 
than the B cylinder. Over the entire range of powers shown, the 
NACA cylinder curve should be much lower than the B cylinder curve; 
the high percentages for the NACA cylinder curve are due to the poor 
thermal bond beteen the fins and the wall of the NACA cylinder head. 
Calculations similar to those of figure 20 were also made for 
a constant inside-wall head temper.ture of 5000 F instead of a con-
stant rear spark-plug temperature of $0 0 F. The pressure drop 
required for cooling was obtained by using equation (7); constants 
in the equation for the NACA cylinder were obtained from the present 
data; for the A cyl:inder, from: reference 1; and for the 5 cylinder, 
from unpublished data on the PratL & i;&iitney d-2800 cylinder. The 
results of the calculations are given in figure 21. Owing to an 
imperfect thermal bond between the fins and the wail of the NAM 
cylinder, above an indicated horsepower of 90 the power required for 
cooling the NACA cylinder is greater than the power required for 
cooling the B cylinder. Thus, at an indicated horsepower of 120, 
aoout 1 percent of the indicated horse power is required for cooling 
ni thE. 3 cylinder an almost p'rcorit for toe	 cylinder	 Because
the average inside-wail temperature of the A cylinder head was much 
less than 500 0 F for a rear spark-piug temperature of	 F, much
Less cooling power (about. 8.5 percent) is required to hold an inside 
wall teranerature of 5000 F than to hold a rear spark-plug temperature 
of LO° F (about 28 percent) at an indicated horsepower of 120. 
(See figs. 13, l), and 15) 
Estimated Effect of Increased Cooling Surface and
Cylinder-Wall Thickness on Sngine Performance 
The performance of the NACA cylinder has been compared with 
the performance of two couniercial cylinders. The three cylinders 
differed in head thickness, head fin-surface area, barrel finning, 
and. barrel material. It is difficult under these conditions to 
determine the exact effect on performance of increasing the head
NACA RR No. E4BO6
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fin-surface area and of varying the head-wall thickness. Calcu-
lations have therefore been made of the estimated pressure drop 
required to cool at constant power output hypothetical cylinders 
with a perfect thermal bond between the wall and the fins, with 
varying head-wall thickness, and with two fin-surface areas. In 
addition, calculations of the estimated power output for constant 
cooling pressure drop were made for the cylinders. 
As was previously stated, the assumption has been made in 
these calculations that the thermal bond between the fins and the 
wall was perfect for all the hypothetical cylinders. It is possible 
to obtain a perfect thermal bond between the fins and the wall when 
preformed fins are used. A steel cylinder barrel with aluminum fins, 
which was manufactured later than the NACA cylinder, has been tested 
at LWAL. The fins were preformed and cast in an aluminum base by a 
method similar to that used on the NACA cylinder; the aluminum base, 
in turn, was bonded to the steel barrel. . sketch of a cross sec-
tion of the cylinder is included in figure 22 Thermocouples were 
placed on the aluminum base at the locations shown in figure 22, 
the cylinder was electrically heated, and the heat loss was deter-
mined for various amounts of cooling air passing over the cylinder. 
The calculated over-all heat-transfer coefficients U for a perfect 
thermal bond between the fin and the wall are shown for various pres-
sure drops by the curve in figure 22. The experimental coefficients 
based on the wall temperatures are shown bf the points. The agree-
ment between the calculated and the ex.uerimental values is very 
good, which indicates that this test cylinder has a thermal bond 
between the fins and the wall almost equivalent to the thermal bond 
of an integral fin-cylinder wall combination. 
An equation based on inside-waLl tem perature has been developed 
in the appendix as equation (16) for the pressure drop required for 
cooling for given cooling and power conditions, inside-wall and 
outside-wall areas, thickness of the cylinder wall, and cylinder 
material.






 - T) - KaotAI	 g - Th1')f 
where A and x are constants for selected ranges of I as 
explained in the appendix0 By means of this equation the curves 
of figures 23 and 24 were obtained. The calculations were made 
for hypothetical cylinders with the following characteristics:
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Cylinder group 1	 1	 2 3 
Inside-head
. NACA cylinder 
proportions 
Head-fin B cyl-	 HACA B cyl- f NACA 
proportions inder	 cylinder	 inderjcylinder 
Head thick- Varying from Varying from 
ness, inches 
Barrel
0.75 to 1.50 
S cylinder
j	 0.7 5, to 150 
NACA cylinder
Group 1 has been compared with group 2, and group 3 with 
group 4. Comparisons made in this way were thought to be fairer 
than comparisons of hypothetical cylinders basically similar to the 
B cylinder (group 1) with hypothetical cylinders basically similar 
to the NACA cylinder (group L). The values of the constants K and 
a in equation (16) for cylinder groups 1 and 3 were obtained from 
unpublished test data on the Pratt. & hi.tney R-2800 cylinder. For 
groups 2 and 4 the constant K in equation (16) was obtained by 
increasing the constant K in equation (1) by 1 140 nercent because 
the heat-transfer coefficient for the N!CA cylinder head would be 
increased 40 percent by a perfect thermal bond. (See fig. 18.) The 
constant m in equation (l was used for groups 2 and L. 
The values of A and x were calculated from equations (10) 
and. (15) of the appendix; the data needed for the calculations were 
obtained for groups 1 and 2 from unpublished test data on the Pratt 
VThitney R-2800 cylinder arid for groups 3 and. )4, from data on the 
NACA cylinder. The constant A and the exponent x in equation (16) 
are independent of wall thickness and type of finning. The value of 
Tg for all groups was obtained from a curve of T plotted against 
fuel-air ratio. A value of a 1 of 78J4 square inches was used for 
groups 1 and 2 and 76.8 square inches, for groups 3 and L. (See 
table I.) The outside-wall areas a 0 were estimated for groups 1 and 
2 from the thickness and the outside-wall area of the B cylinder 
and for groups. 3 and 4, from those of the NAG cylinder. The calcu-
lations were based on Army sea-level pressureand temperature and 
on a constant inside-wall head tomperature of 5000 F. The density 
p was assumed to be inlet density. The pressure drops calculated 
by means of equation (16) and the constants given are equivalent to 
the weight of air required to cool the cylinders for given condi-
tions and do not correspond to the pressure drops that would exist 
for these air weights on the hypothetical cylinders because of the 
changing path lengths. The pressure drops obtained from equation (16) 
were therefore corrected for the path length of each cylinder. 
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Figure 23 shows the results of calculations for the four groups 
of cylinders for an indicated horsepower of 67.8 per cylinder, 
approximately cruising power, and a fuel-air ratio of 0.08. A large 
decrease in pressure drop, an average of approximately 90 percent 
over the range of wall thickness Shown, can be obtained by using 
head fins of MACA cylinder proportions rather than fins of B cylinder 
proportions. Over the range of wall. thickness shown, the required 
pressure drop decreased with all cylinder groups as the thickness 
increased. The increase in heat transfer caused by the increase in 
fin surface as the wail thickness increased more than balanced the 
decrease in heat transfer caused by the thicker walls. A maximum 
thickness will be reached beyond which the pressure drop increased. 
The decrease in pressure dro p was approximately 50 percent (from 
initial pressure drops of 3.66 and 5.21 in. of water) for the cyl-
inders with the B cylinder head fin proportions; and 75 percent 
(from initial pressure drops of 0.'71h. -and 1.23 in. of water) for the 
cylinders with MACA cylinder head fin proportions. 
The powers required for coolin g the four cyl inder groups are 
also plotted in figure 23. The ove-'age decrease in cooling power 
over the range of wail thicknesses is shown more than 90 percent 
when MACA cylinder finproportions are used instead of the B cyl- 
inder fin proportions. The decrease in, cooling power as wall thick-
ness increases is also large for all cylinder groups. In no case, 
however, is the cooling power greeter than Lpercent of the :Lridi-
cated power. 
The results of calculations for an indicated, horsepower of 
133.3 per cylinder, approximteiy take-off power, and a fuel-air 
ratio of 0.10 for the four groups of cylinders are shown in fig-
ure 24. A large decrease in pressure drop required for cooling is 
again obtained by using MACA cylinder fin proportions instead of the 
B cylinder fin proportions on the heads of the hypothetical cyl-
inders; this decrease is approximately 80 nercent for cylinder 
groups I and 2 and about 70 percent for cylinder groups 3 and L. 
For the B cylinder he-ad fin proportions, a reduction in Oressure 
drop from 6 to 2.8 inches of aater in groups 1 and 2 and from 13 to 
7 inches of water in groups 3 and is obtained by increasing the 
head-wall thickness from 0.7 inch to 1-5 inches. The corresponding 
decreases in power required for cooling, also shown in figure 24, 
are 92 and 84 percent. , respectively. Although these reductions in 
cooling power are large, the fact that the maximum cooling power is 
only 2 percent of -the indicated, horsepower makes them less important 
than the reduction in cooling-pressure drops The pressure drop 
required for cooling in the four groups decreases as the thickness 
of' the cylinder-head wall increases for the range of thickness shown; 
the decrease based on the pressure drop for a wall thickness of
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0.75 inch is about 50 percent for the cylinders with B cylinder fin 
proportions and 65 percent for the cylinders with NACA cylinder 
fin proportions. These percentage decreases of pressure drop due 
to the increase of wall thickness and to the changing of fin propor-
tions to obtain large fin-surface areas are of the order of pressure-
drop decreases obtained in figure 23 for the cruising-power condition. 
Calculations for the four groups have also been made of the esti-
mated power output that could be obtained for a pressure drop of 
7 inches of water across the cylinder, a constant inside-wall head 
temperature of 500 0 F, and a fuel-air ratio of 0.10 for a range of 
head-wall thicknesses from 0.7 inch to 1.9 inches. The calculations 
were based on Army standard sea-level pressure and temperature. Equa-
tion (17) of the appendix was used for calculating the power outputs, 
1=
	
Ka 0 (/P7 ) k(Th _T) - 1/x ('7) 
(T g
 - ih)(lkm + Kacpp/p70)m tyrj 
The constants in the equations for the four groups of cylinders are 
the same used in equations (8), (10), (15), and (17) for determining 
the results of figures 23 and 2L	 The method of determining !. and 
x is given in the appendix. In order to use, in the calculations 
for figure 2 5, the constants K and n of equation (16), the pres-
sure drop of 7 inches of water had to be corrected for flow-path 
length of the cylinders to obtain pressure drOps equivalent to the 
weight of air actually flowing across the cylinders. 
The results of the calculations are shown in figure 2 5 . The 
curves for the cylinders with NACA cylinder fin proportions on the 
heads show a mx.irnum estimated power output at a wail thickness of 
about 1.6 inches; the curves for cylinders with B cylinder fin pro-
portions on the heads show a maximum output at a wall thickness of 
about 1.8 inches. Above such thicknesses the loss in heat transfer 
due to the thick rall more than balances the gain in heat transfer 
due to the large outsidewai1 areas of the heads with resultant 
large •f in-surf ace areas. The gain in power output in changing from 
a wail thickness of 0.7 inch to optimum wall thickness is from 10 
to 20 percent for cylinder groups 2, 3, and 4 and about 30 percent 
Icr cylinder group 1. A gain of about 35 percent in maximum power 
output is possible by using NACA cylinder fin proportions instead 
of B cylinder fin proportions for the cylinders with B cylinder bar-
rel, and 24 percent for the cylinders with the NACA cylinder barrel. 
By the use of optimum fin proportions on the heads of the cylinders 
instead of NACA cylinder proportions, the value of 35 percent could
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be increased. to approximately 50 percent. Figure 25 shows that 
power outputs of 260 indicated, horsepower (about 4700 ihp for 
18 cylinders) could. be obtained, with a cylinder of 1.6 inches head-
wall thickness, NACA cylinder fin proportions on the head., and. a 
B cylinder barrel. A power output of 260 indicated horsepower 
illustrates the possibilities of the air-cooled. engine solely on 
the basis of cooling considerations. The attainment of such powers 
in future engines will depend not only on a change in the des i gn of 
the cooling surfaces but also on mechanical modifications of the 
engine and the improvement of fuels and spark plugs. An indicated 
mean effective pressure of 288 pounds per square inch was obtained. 
in the tests of the NAA cylinder, which is slightly higher than 
present values of take-off indicated mean effective pressures. No 
tests were made at a higher power output because the hold-down 
bolts in the flange of the cylinder could not withstand. the higher 
loads. 
The increase of cylinder-wall thickness and the addition of 
fin surface to a cylinder, with the consequent addition of cylinder 
weight to an engine, will depend upon the service requirements of 
the engine. The increased weight for adequate cooling of the cyl-
inder would not be advisable if the high power output made possible 
by such an addition could. not be obtained because of knock or pre-
ignition characteristics of the fuel. In addition, if a high power 
is necessary only for take-off, the addition of cylinder weight for 
adequate cooling for such a short period would be uneconomical. It 
would probably be advisable to cool the engine for such a short 
period by the use of an overrich mixture. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The tests of the NACA cylinder showed that the outside-
wall heat-transfer coefficient could be increased. 40 percent over 
that obtained on the present NACA cylinder by providing a perfect 
thermal bond between the fins and the wall of the head. 
2. Estimates showed that, for a range of power from present 
cruising to take-off power, and for a range of wall thicknesses 
from 0.75 inch to 1.5 inches, the pressure drop required to cool 
a commercial cylinder could. be decreased as much as 80 percent if 
the head fins are replaced by fins of NACA cylinder proportions 
an& if the thermal bond between the walls and the proposed fins 
is perfect.
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3. On a basis of a contthit inside-wall head temperature of 
5000
 F, it is estimated that the substitution of NACA cylinder fin 
proportions for thefins on the heads of commercial cylinders will 
permit an increase in power output of approximately 35 percent. 
If optimum fin proportions are used, this value is increased to 
50 percent. These estimated increases are solely on the basis of 
cooling and do not take into account arr of the other factors 
limiting power output. 
L. As cylinder-wall thickness increases, the heat transfer 
decreases because of the greater path length for the heat flow and 
the heat transfer increases because of the greater outside-wall 
area; thus, fin-surface area increases if the fin proportions are 
held constant. Calculations of est:rnated power outputs of hypo-
thetical cylinders show that the; optimum thickness for heat transfer 
is approximately 1.7 inches. 
5. Calculations based on a constant inside-wail head tempera-
tare of 5000 F indicated that the pressure drop required for cooling 
hypothetical cylinders of varying head-wall thickness could be 
decreased 50 percent by increasing the thickness from 0.7 inch to 
1 . 5 inches. 
6 Based only on cooling considerations, an estimated output 
of 260 indicated horsepower could be developed by a hypothetical 
cylinder with an aluminum muff on the barrel, NACA cylinder head
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['in proportions, a wall thickness of l6 inches, 7 inches of water 
pressure rop available for coclng, and a constant insidc-wall 
head temnerature of 5000 p 
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, 
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APPENDIX 
DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR ESTIMATED POWER OUTPUT

AND PRESSURE DROP REQIJIR gD FOR COOLING 
The rate of heat transfer (Btu per hi') from the combustion gas 
to the cylinder head in the range of fuel-air ratios to the rich 
side of the theoretically correct mixture may be written as a good 
first approximation (reference 1), 
El = Ea Ir'(Tg - TO
	 () 
For the rate of heat transfer from the cylinder head to the cooling 
air, the following equation is given in reference 1: 
H1 = Ha0	 /)m (Tb - T) 
The conduction of heat through the head may be expressed by the 
following equation (reference 7): 
H = ai	 (Th1 - Th)	 (is)
In the foregoing equations: 
H	 heat transferred per unit time from combustion gas to 
cylinder head, Btr/hr 
B and K constants 
a1	 internal area of head of cylinder, sqin 
I	 indicated horsepower per cylinder 
in and n constants 
T 	 effective gas temperature, I? 
Th	 average temperature over outside cylinder-head surface 
when equilibrium is attained, OF 
Ta	 inlet temperature of cooling air, OF
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Hi 	
heat transferred per unit time from cylinder head to 
cooling air, Btu/hr 
a0	 outside-wall area of head of cylinder, sq in.. 
Ap	 pressure drop across cylinder including loss from jacket 
exit, in. water 
P	 average density of ooiiug a i r entering and leaving fins, 
It	 2 lb ft 
P	 density of air at 29.92 inches of mercury and 70
0
 F, 
70	 2 lb ft sec 
km	 thermal conductivity ci head., (Btu)/(hr)(sq in.)(°F/in.) 
average thickness of ali, in. 
Th1	 average inside-head temperature, OF 
For equilibrium H = H1 
Equations (3) and () can be combined to obtain 
Tali (T, Th) 
T	 'h	 (6) 1	 aik/t.i 
Equations (3), (L), and () can be combined and Th can be 
eliminated togive Ap as a 'unction of T111 
I	 -	 nt	 f 
P70	 Ba-LIkm h1 - T 
Ap = - - -------.-	 () 
P	
Ka013I' 
tv1 ( Tg	 Ta)	 kmTh1 
The mean coefficient over the entire cycle for the transfer of 
heat from the combustion gas to the cylinder is defined in refer-
encelas
H 
q0 =	 ITT	 (8) 
- 
When equation (8) is compared with equation (3), the. mean coefficient 
is equal to BI° . Because q0 is 'cased on outside-wall trnperature, 
it is an over-all heat-transfer coefficient and takes into account
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the transfer of heat by convection from the gas to the inner wall 
and the transfer of heat by conduction from the inner to the outer 
wall. The heat-.transfer coefficient q-1 for convection of heat 
from the gas to the inner wall is written 
U 
= a1 (Tg_ Th1)
	
(9) 
When equations (5), (8), and (9) are combined, the coefficient q1 
in terms of the over-all coefficient. q0 may be obtained or 
q1 =
qo	 (10) 
A combination of equations (L) and (9) gives 
T., - T11 = Ka0(pp/p70)m 	
(II) 
T 1
 - Ta	 q1a1 
I combination of equations ()$ and (5) gives 
Th	 Th ha0	 _____	
(12)
-aik0i't 
Solving equations (11) and (12) for T, 	 equating the resu1tin
equations give 
qlalg
_T h3)+Kao (' PP/P 7Q)m Ta	 allcmTh + Ka0 ( pp/p70)m tT (i3) 
ha0 (APP/P70')m
	 aikm + KaoPP/P?O)mtw 
Because q is the heat-transfer coefficient for the con-
vection of heat from the gas to the inner wall, this coefficient 
is dependent only on I; whereas the coefficient for the conveetion 
of heat from the gas to the outer vrail q 0 is de pendent on both I 
and t	 For a particular cylinder t-he variation of q1 h.th I
can be obtained by substituting the value of BI n' for q5 in
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equation (10); the values of B and n are determined from tests 
of the cylinders 'Nhen the values of t and km fcr the cylinder 
are also substituted in equation (10), the variation of q 1 with 
I becomes
—ni 









where A is a constant; In selected ranges of I the error involved 
in the approximation is less than 1 percent, and values for A and • n 
can be determined for each range. Equation (is) is valid for any cyl-
inder with the same inside dimensions and combustion conditions as the 
cylinder from which the constants are obtained. 
Substitution of equation (l) in equation (13) gives a solution 
for Ap:
ic (Tg - T
P	 lm 	 hi) 








I- -	 I' 
[K(T g
 - Th1) Falk,, + Ka0 (^ PP/PT0) 11tw1J 
The pressure drop required for cooling for various wall thick-
nesses, and thus various outside-wall areas, can be obtained from 
equation (16) for given values of I, Th, and T 3 . The power 
that can be developed for various wall thicknesses can he obtained 
from equation (17) for given values of 	 pp/p70 , Tb, and Ta•
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MACA ARR No. EG06
	 Fig. la,b,c,d,e 
(a) Fins and spacers partly assembled. 




(dl Fins, spacers, and cores	 (e) Cyl inder-head costing. 
assembled in flask. 
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Pressure drop across cylinder, ApP/P,,, in. water 
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NACA ARR No. E$606	 Fig. 8 
Figure 8.—
 Variation of cooling-air weight with pressure drop across head 
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bmep, lb/sq in. 116.4 
Indicated horsepower 41.5 
Carburetor -air temperature, O F 88.8 
Fuel-air ratio 0.0803 
Cooling-air temperature, O F 97.2 
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160	 180	 200	 220	
.0 
Average barrel temperature, Tb' F 
Figure II.—
 Variation of rear spark-plug temperature with average head 
temperature, and rear flange temperature with average barrel tem- 
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	 I V 
Indicated horsepower, I 
Figure 13.—
 Pressure drop required to cool A, B, and NACA cylinders for 
rear spark-plug temperature of 450°F. Cooling-air prcssure at inlet, 29.92 
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NACA ARR No. E4G06	 Fig. l$ 
Indicoted horsepower, I 
Figure 14.- Barrel and inside -walltemperatures of A, B, and NACA cylinders for 
tear spark-plug temperature of 450°F. Cooling-air'temperature, 100°F, 

































Indicated horsepower, I 
Figure tSr Pressure drop required to cool A, B, and NACA cylinders for an inside
—
wall temperature of 500 O F Cooling-air pressure at Inlet, 29.92 inches Hg absolute; cool-
ing-air temperature,100 °F; fuel-air ratio ) 0.08. 
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Indicated horsepower, I 
Figure 16. Barrel temperature of A,B, and NACA cylinders for Inside-wall temperature of 
500°F. Cooling-air pressure at inlet, 29,9! Inches Hg absolutes cooling-air temperatures 
tOO F% fuel-air ratio, 0.08. 


























z	 14	 b	 U 10	 20	 40	 60
Pressure drop across cylinder,Ap p/ 70 , in.water 
Figure 17. —
 Variation of outside-wall heat-transfer coefficients with 
pressure drop across cylinder for A,B, and NAGA cylinders. 
Estimated NAGA coefficient based on thermally perfect bond, 
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bmep, lb/sq in. 117.2 121.7 115.6 
Fuel-air ratio 0.079 0.080 0.080 
Cooling-air temperature, O F 85.6 85.9 87.8 







2	 4	 6	 810 .	 20 
Pressure drop across cylinder, AP p,/	 in. water 
p70 
Figure IS.- Effect of pressure drop across cylinder on 
H/(Th- To) and H/(Thf- Ta). No boost; spark timing, 
27 0 B.T.C, carburetor-air temperature, 77° F.
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40	 60	 80	 100	 120
Indicated horsepower, I 
Figure 20.— Percentage indicated horsepower required 
for cooling A, B, and NACA cylinders. Cooling-air 
pressure at inlet, 29.92 inches H9 absolute; cooling-air 





























40	 60	 80	 tOO	 120 
Indicated horsepower, I 
Figure 21.— Percentage indicated horsepower required for cooling A, B, 
and NACA cylinders. 	 Cooling-air pressure at inlet, 29.92 inches 
Hg absolute; cooling-air temperature, 100°F; fuel-air ratio, 
0.08; Inside-wall temperature of head, 500°F 
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	 1 2	 1.4	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4 
Thickness of wail of cylinder head, in. 
Figure 23.- Effect of wall thickness on pressure drop and power required 
for cooling with B and NACA cylinder-head tin proportions at cruising power. 
Fuel-air ratio, 0,08; cooling-air temperature, 100°F; cooling-air pressure 
at inlet, 29.92 inches Hg absolute; inside-wall temperature, 500° F; 
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Fig. 24 
.8	 1.0	 12	 1.4	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4 
Thickness of wall of cylinder head, in. 
Figure 24. — Effect of wail thickness on pressure drop and power required 
for cooling with B and NACA cylinder-head fin proportions at take-off 
power. Fuel-air ratio, 0.10; cooling-air temperature, 100°F; cooling-air 
pressure at inlet, 29.92 inches Hg absolute; inside-wall temperature, 
500°F; indicated horsepower per cylinder, 133.3. 
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